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1 Abstract / Executive Summary
In the previous semester, Dr. Luis E. Escobar from the Department of Fish and Wildlife
Conservation initiated a project called Wildlife Diseases Tracker App to help with his research
studies. The original project aimed to provide a free-of-cost mobile application with a website to
accomplish early detection of wildlife diseases. During this current semester, our goal was to
update and finalize a new version based on the previous project and work on the continuation of
the smartphone application and the website to track wildlife diseases in real-time.

The project has two divisions: an easy-to-use mobile application and a website. The goal for the
mobile application is to update and expand it with the capacity to take photos and get the
geolocation and date of the photo. It is able to record metadata and upload data to the server.
The website is updated with the functionality to summarize the data and images collected for
analysis, mapping, and creating a more aesthetically pleasing user interface. We wished for the
implementation of a cross-platform mobile application; however, due to technical difficulties and
time constraints, we could only update and finalize the existing IOS version of the smartphone
application.

For our IOS application, we have completed an improved interface while conducting tests and
fixing existing bugs. We also improved the existing Upload functionalities by adding more input
fields and adding new functionality including map and login credentials. A Face ID/Touch ID
implementation for users was also created for easy login access. As for the website, an updated
version of the home page was constructed with basic information about our project, and
instructions for downloading and using the application. We also updated the map and the
spreadsheet, so it displays downloadable data to users. To test, we released a beta version and
sent out questionnaires and surveys for students and collaborators to examine functionalities,
aesthetics, and accessibility.

The final deliverables for the project include a final report that explains details of our project and
a final presentation slide deck which we used to display what we have accomplished throughout
the semester to the class, our client, Dr. Escobar, and Professor Fox. In this final report, we
discussed everything we have achieved throughout different phases of the project, from the
beginning to the end, with specific details. The order is as follows: We first introduce our project
and talk about the project overview. Next, we analyze the requirements and expectations from
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our client, Dr. Escobar, and discuss how they lead to our designs and actual implementations.
Following is the plan for testing our updated versions of the website and the IOS application. For
ease of use and future possible pick-up of the project, we also introduce the Users’ Manuals and
Developers’ Manuals sections for users and future developers, respectively. We finish this final
report by talking about some lessons we have learned through the entire project, future
implementation directions, acknowledgments, and references. Our presentation to the class and
the slide deck worked as an alternative and rather a quick way to show what we have
accomplished during this semester in a limited period of time. We have covered most of the
aspects in our presentation; however, due to the time constraints, what we discussed in the
presentation was not as specific and detailed as what we have written in this final report.

As for the expectation towards our project, we hope that the mobile application and the website
can be useful for early detection of emerging diseases of wildlife origin, such as COVID-19 and
Ebola. The app can help detect and contain diseases that can affect humans, wildlife, pets, and
livestock globally and thus should be treated seriously. We would also like to see our effort made
in this project helpful to both students participating in related studies and to our client, Dr.
Escobar.
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2 Introduction
Many emerging diseases, such as COVID-19, Ebola, and the avian flu, have origins in wildlife.
We, as educated scholars, need to dive into the reasons behind and come up with effective
strategies to handle situations, especially when the emerging disease is zoonotic, like COVID-19.

There are many causes why we are facing the challenges of zoonotic diseases. According to
Faunalytics, “One of the biggest reasons that we face these threats is because of our
encroachment into wild spaces. Deforestation to make way for grazing land has displaced many
wild species and brought unknown numbers of viruses in closer contact with people like never
before.” [1]

As human beings invade nature, we also capture and kill wildlife animals and then bring them
back into human areas for different purposes such as consumption, companions, trophies [1, p.
4]. Such activities are extremely dangerous, as the risk of disease uncertainty remains unknown.
COVID-19 is a good example.

Prevention, detection, and control of these potential emerging diseases become paramount.
According to Robert G. McLean from the University of Nebraska, “Theoretically, the most
effective prevention and control methods are obviously to prevent the introduction or emergence
of wildlife diseases of public health or animal health importance rather than attempting to control
them after they have become a problem. Prevention of introduction is a daunting task because of
the many sources and routes of introduction into the United States, and early detection is one of
the keys to prevention and rapid control or containment.” [2]

Even though the monitoring process can be expensive and time-consuming, it is still crucial to
monitor and track wildlife diseases. As McLean suggested, early detection is one of the keys to
prevention; citizen science brings an opportunity for this. With the use of knowledge in the
Computer Science field, the previous group that started this project from scratch focused on the
development of a mobile application freely available to the public to track infectious diseases in
wildlife [4]. Our task is to develop a better version by updating and finalizing, based on previous
work.
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3 Requirements
When we talked to Dr. Escobar, he gave us specific requirements for both website and app:
updating the previous group's work [4] to make it run better and make it look better too.

3.1 Website
For the website, Dr. Escobar asked us to make the page look better and more comprehensible to
new users coming into the website. One of the things that he asked us to do is to make an
instruction page on how to download the app as it is not on the app store, and downloading the
app is a confusing process. Additionally, he wants the CSV file to be more noticeable, and be
downloaded easily. We then discussed how it could have multiple web pages to alleviate that
problem, and Dr. Escobar said he liked the idea. We then focused on making multiple pages that
solve his requests.

3.2 App
Dr. Escobar stated he wants a better way to collect the data the user wants, which is up to us to
implement. Another thing he wants us to implement is by using the photo the user shot, we
would be able to extract information from the photo that could be helpful to use, ex., the location
of the user shooting the photo. Lastly, he wants a better way to improve storing information from
the user to be stored into the website.
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4 Design
4.1 Design of the App
For the most part the app remained similar to the previous group’s app [4] with some more tabs
added and more design overhaul. We added two more tabs that the previous app didn’t have, one
of them being the map, and a setting functionality. The setting was used in conjunction with the
new login tab, where the user is able to have a security question and be able to change their
password on that tab. Another thing we added was a map that worked similarly to the map on the
website, where the user can scroll around and check the pinpoints of the data they’ve uploaded as
well as from other users. Aside from that, most of the tabs and functionality remain the same.
The upload tab can take a picture that users want to upload as well as information they want to
give be stored in the database. The about us tab is used to provide information on the project as
well as provide information about Dr. Escobar so that people can contact him or know more
information about him. Lastly, the history tab shows a list of the users’ uploads with metadata
showing on each item.

4.2 Design of the Website
There was only one page for the user to view the website from the previous group work, and it
looked cramped. Thus, we decided to make multiple pages with multiple separate functions so
that the user is able to discern what they are able to do on each page. On the home page, we want
to have a description of the project overview and have contact information for Dr. Escobar, so
that people can contact him for questions or ask him anything about the project. We have a
download instruction page to provide explicit instructions and pictures for the users so they are
able to understand how to download the app. Next, we planned the map page that displays the
last group map on the entire page, making the map more readable and having the user be able to
scroll and zoom the map to find points where other users upload their data. Lastly, we planned a
page where the user can download a CSV file and browse data that has been sent to the website
in a table form.
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5 Implementation
5.1 IOS Application
Since the goal of this project is to help with Dr. Escobar’s research, our design of the application
was mainly focused on how to optimize the experience of tracking wildlife diseases. Based on
the IOS application made by the former group, we have updated and finalized the app according
to the client. Several main features were added including 1) map, 2) login credentials, and 3)
detail view. Because this is a continuing project based on an existing application, we have also
fixed several UI bugs in order to provide users with a better experience when accessing the app.

Two-tab bars were added to the main screen of the application, one of them being the map
functionality. As a result of group discussion, we wanted to grant users more access to the
information about diseases and therefore reduce the time when collecting data from the app. We
decided to make a map that includes different markers representing each entry uploaded by users.
This way, users can view the information in a way different from a list. Each marker is also
accompanied by relevant information including location, experience level, and upload time.
Whenever a user uploads an entry about the disease, it is automatically updated on the map.

Another functionality we decided to implement is the login credentials. We added another
Settings tab bar for this functionality. Users can set a password and security questions on the
settings page. In order to successfully unlock the app, users also need to verify the password
correctly. We implemented this function to avoid the situation when users mistype their
passwords and therefore are not able to open the app. Another handy feature we implemented is
an option to show passwords entered. If the toggle for Show Entered Values is on, the user input
shows as consecutive dots instead of the actual input. We did this in order to protect users’
privacy. Users do not need to fill in login credentials the first time they log in to the app. After
they set the password, users have the option to reset the password as long as they have the
security questions entered correctly.

Thirdly, we implemented the detail view for the records list. When using this application, users
were not able to access much information, like contact information, specific location, and
additional notes. After the implementation, when the user clicks on the item in the history list,
the user can get a more detailed understanding of what each record looks like. We also decided to
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convert longitude and latitude to a specific location that is human readable. By doing this, the
user can have a clearer idea of where the image was uploaded.

We also decided to fix several UI bugs including some mistyping on the screen. We noted that
this app is not working properly when the phone is in dark mode. After several instances of
testing and some fixes, the app worked both in bright and dark mode.

5.2 Website
The previous group that worked on this project created a functioning map giving information
about photos stored in the database with the help of Firestore. Therefore, our main focus was to
provide more information about our project[10] with the website. You can visit our website at
https://recorder233.github.io/4624website/home.html.
Compared to the previous website [9] which only contains a map, a short description, and a
download link for data, all in a single webpage, we created a web page with the following:
● Home page
● Map page
● Spreadsheet page
● App page
● Admin login page
The home page is an introduction to our project. It provides some necessary information which
includes the purpose of our project, basic information about the disease, and how users can help
us.
The map page is dedicated to the map. It fetches pictures stored in our cloud storage and displays
them in the corresponding location on the map. To achieve this, the Mapbox SDK and Firebase
SDK were used. Mapbox is a map provider that allows its user to create custom maps. The
previous group used it to make a map with pins indicating the location of a picture that was
taken. The previous group created a cloud storage representation using Firebase, although we can
not log into the account that owns the cloud storage. Firebase provides a specific API and we
have the JSON token necessary to access and change the data, so we decided to keep using it.
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The spreadsheet page supports downloading the data in the form of a CSV file. It also displays a
table of pictures in our database with the time the picture was taken and the contact information
of the uploader.
The app page provides instructions about how to download our app. Similar to the home page, it
tells the user how to download XCode which is used to install the app. It includes pictures,
guiding the users to make the download process easier.
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6 Testing
The main focus of the testing is to make sure that the app is easily downloadable for all users
when following the directions, and that the app itself and the website can be navigated with ease.
Additionally, we needed to make sure that the users are able to discern where to find specific
information or functions for the app and the website. However, we also needed to make sure that
the app has met all the minimum requirements for the client so that they are able to use the app in
the future for its main purpose. As such, we conducted tests on two separate groups. One group
includes our peers and friends in order to get insight on the usability of the app and website. The
second group provides deeper insight on the functions of each tab, seeing if they meet the
requirements. To evaluate the data, we provided questionnaires to both groups. Figure 1 shows
the survey employed.

Figure 1: Survey

6.2 Common Users
6.2.1 Website
For testing, we decided to organize supervised testing and unsupervised testing. We would be
observing some groups and asking them directions and feedback while they figure out how to
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navigate through the website, while the others are given instructions and the website to see if
they can solve it by themselves. The main purpose of the supervised testing is to observe some
actions that users might not have caught that could be made better, such as trying to click a link
that hasn’t been linked, or thinking the buttons that navigate to another page were smaller than
they expected. Most manage to do well in navigating pages and downloading the CSV file, but
some did struggle to make sure the app can be downloaded. After they finish downloading the
app and navigating through the pages of the website, we move on to testing the app.

6.2.2 App
After successfully downloading the app, the users do a similar test as they did on the website.
They navigate through the pages and try to upload the photos with information to be sent to the
website. They won’t be checked if the function works, but if they can, do the task given to them.
After completing the task, they are given a survey. They are to determine, on a scale from 1-10,
for each task, if they are satisfied with the website and app.

6.3 Advanced Users
6.3.1 Website
The more advanced users, those who are in the Wildlife Disease Team, check to see if the
information provided meets their requirements and needs and if the implemented functionalities
work as intended. They do tasks the common user would do, just to make sure everything
functions well. For the website, it is the same with the common group as they need to make sure
the instructions are clear and the CSV file is downloadable. They also check the CSV table to
make sure that the data provided shows up and that the data shows on the downloadable page.
Our testing showed that all of the deliverables look good and the information the CSV provided
looks good. We just needed to improve some grammar and develop a more aesthetically pleasing
interface.

6.3.2 App
The users we examine the mobile application with also test the functionality of the app, seeing if
it contains the information they wanted to include with the photo, and sending it to the website.
Additionally, they check the types of information that can be sent through and how the login
feature works.

6.3.3 Assessment
We evaluated the test by use of a UX table, where we were obtaining the averages of each test
based on the scores given in the questionnaire. We had a target level to reach, and we compared
what we obtained from the questionnaires to our expectations. This provided a good sense of the
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usability of each function and regarding the design of the website and app. It helped with ideas to
improve each part of the app and website.

UX: Goal

UX:
Measurement

UX:
Metric

Download
the app by
following
the website
instructions

Questionnaire Using a
questionnaire
with a scale
of 1-10
focusing on
questions 1,
3

Baseline
Target.

Target
Level

Observed Result

7/10

8/10

While the
instruction
looks clear
there might
be some
hiccups.

Max
Score: 9

Some struggle with
downloading
X-code; may need
to provide more
clarity.

Min
Score:6

Upload the Questionnaire Using a
9.5/10
photo with
questionnaire
The images
information
focusing on
we choose
question 2
are quite
clear and the
instruction is
simple.

10/10

Lookup
Other
people

Questionnaire Using the
questionnaire 9/10
question 4
A little
clunky
moving the
map but
should make
sense.

9/10

Questionnaire Using a
questionnaire
focusing on
questions 5

10/10

Download
the data
needed

10/10
Navigating
and
downloading
should be
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Max
Score: 10

Seems to be
relatively clear.
Needed some time
to figure it out.

Min
Score: 10

Mac
Score:10

The only issue
seems to be when
the pins are too
close to one
another.

Min
Score:
8

Max
Score: 10

Could make the
blocks smaller on
the webpage but
overall very solid.

The photos Questionnaire Questionnair
uploaded
e focusing on
have the
6 and 7
information
needed

relatively
clear.

Min
Score: 10

8/10
All the data
is there, it
could be
formatted a
little more
differently.

8.5/10
Max
score:10

The data looks fine,
but we might want
to change some of
the ways we display
the information.

Min score:
8

Table 1: UX Assessment

6.4 Target Table
The target table is used to report our findings after testing, figure out the user's average scores,
and note down any additional observations that we noticed during testing. We had 4 people
testing for the common user perspective and 1 person for the advanced user perspective. We had
two people in common do the test without our supervision while the one person who was in our
advanced group did their testing with supervision. We did have everyone test the same
functionalities. The common users checked to see if the function worked and the advanced users
provided any insight into if it was working the way they wanted. The table has been split up to
note the following information:
UX Goal: This section notes what task we wished to accomplish while the users test the app and
the website.
UX measurement: This section notes how we would evaluate our tests. In all cases, we are using
the questionnaire to users for evaluation.
UX metric: This part specifically aims at how the scores are to be divided from the
measurements. In this case, we have specific questions pertaining to specific actions on the
questionnaire, and we would use those scores from those specific questions to evaluate the
average for their corresponding test.
Baseline Target: This is what we think the predicted average score would be. This score is what
we think the usability and clarity of each test are at right now. If the target score is higher, then
we exceeded our expectations. If lower, then we did not implement the functionality well.
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Target Level: This is the average score that we calculated for each person. For the sections that
have two questions that pertain to the test, we would get the average scores of both questions
then get the average score of the results.
Observed Results: Any additional information that we noticed during the supervised testing is
noted there.

7 Users' Manual:
7.1 IOS Application
The goal of this application is to provide a platform for users in the field of wildlife conservation
to use this application flawlessly. This is an application that enables users to upload their
observations to the database and therefore to the website. Moreover, while the application is
providing the basic functionalities, we wanted to make the application more accessible to more
general users.
After downloading and installing the application, there is a small application icon named
“TrackDiseases” on your screen. Clicking onto the application takes you to the login page of the
application where it asks for your touch ID to unlock the application. You are able to login into
the application if you give the correct touch ID. If you did not set up a touch ID on your iPhone,
you are taken to the login page of the application; click on login if it is your first time using the
app since there are no login credentials.

7.1.1 About Us
This page serves as a Home page when users first launch the app. There are three sections on this
page including Project description, Profile, and Mange Description. By clicking on the blue
button on the screen, the user is directed to another website. For a more detailed description,
please refer to the report from the previous group [4].

7.1.2 Upload Tasks
The Upload Tasks bar provides users a way to upload pictures to the database, which are then
displayed on the website. It asks users to upload specific information including the level of
expertise, location, and additional comments. There are detailed instructions at the bottom of the
screen. After the upload process, users are prompted as a sign of success. For a more detailed
description, please refer to the report from the previous group [4].
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7.1.3 History
When the user first logs in and no records are uploaded, this page does not display any entry.
After the user uploads records using the Upload Tasks page, records then appear on the screen as
a list. These are results fetched from the database and the user is able to navigate to obtain more
detail by clicking on each item. The user is able to see the date, location, and a picture snippet for
each item from the list. For a more detailed description, please refer to the report from the
previous group [4].

7.1.4 Map
The Map function works similarly to the history function. Instead of presenting all of the records
in a list view, it presents data in a map view. If the user has not uploaded any record in the
Upload Task function, the map is empty for the first time but it is then updated once the user
uploads any record.
As long as the history tab is not empty, there is an annotation pin appearing on the map. As
shown in Figure 2, there are two pins on the east coast of America.
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Figure 2: Zoom out map view
The map enables the user to zoom in and zoom out to navigate through the map. Moreover, when
users are interested in a particular position, they can click on the annotation pin on the map and it
shows the relevant metadata, as in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Zoom in view with one pin clicked
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7.1.5 Settings
The Settings page is aimed to give the user options to create their own password unique to the
TrackDisease app. Supposing the user wants to set a new password, the user needs to navigate to
the Settings page, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Settings View
They first need to select a security question by clicking on SELECT A SECURITY QUESTION.
By doing this, it takes the user to a list of security questions to select from. As shown in Figure 4,
we selected the first question.
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Figure 5: List of security questions
After selecting the security question, enter an answer in the following input field for recovery
purposes. See Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Entering security answer
The user then should enter the password two times in the input field. As shown in Figure 7, the
user enters “Password” as their password.
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Figure 7: Entering password
The final step is to click on the button Set Password. If the previous steps were conducted
correctly, a prompt then shows up to indicate success. See Figure 8. Two passwords have to
match in order to set the password, otherwise, the prompt does not come up.
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Figure 8: Success Prompt

7.1.6 Login View
The Login view is an extension of the settings page which gives users the ability to login and
reset the password; see Figure 8.
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Figure 9: Login View

As shown in Figure 8, the user needs to enter the correct password in order to log in. If the user
enters the wrong password, the system then prompts with an error message (see Figure 9). When
the user enters the correct password, the user is directed to the home page.
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Figure 10: Invalid Password
If the user is trying to recover the password, they need to click on the Forgot Password button
which directs them to the recovery page (see Figure 11). The user has to enter the correct answer
to the security question to navigate to the settings page.
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Figure 11: Password Reset
After the above steps, the user should be able to log in with a new password. Users could reset
the password in the future anytime they want to.
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7.2 Website
The website allows the user to view basic information about our project, a map with all the data
we have in the database, a spreadsheet of the data, and instructions to download the IOS app. If
the user is an administrator, they can remove data from the the database in the spreadsheet and
the map. The website can be accessed at: https://recorder233.github.io/4624website/home.html

7.2.1 Home Page

Figure 12: Home Page
The home page is a brief introduction of our project; it has 4 parts:
●
●
●
●

The purpose of the project
How the user can take part in our project
Why we are doing this project
Contact information
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7.2.2 Map Page

Figure 13: Map page
The map page shows a map with pins. Each pin represents a photograph taken at that location, as
recorded in our database.

Figure 14: Pin of map
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When a user clicks on a pin, the website shows a pop-up that can display the picture and the time
the picture was taken.

Figure 15: Map page when logged in
If the user has logged in as administrator, at the bottom left corner of the pop-up, a red delete
button appears. When it is clicked a confirmation alert appears. If confirmed, the picture is
removed from the database.
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7.2.3 Spreadsheet Page

Figure 16: Spreadsheet page
The spreadsheet page has a link to download all the data in the database as a CSV file and a table
of all pictures with time and uploader’s contact information.

Figure 17: Spreadsheet page when login
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When a person logs in as administrator, a delete button appears, allowing the administrator to
delete the post from the database.

7.2.4 App Page

Figure 18: App Page
The app page includes instructions to download and use the app. Our app is not published on the
app store, so currently, the user needs to install the app as a developer, which is rather
complicated. This page contains a detailed guide about how to install Xcode and other
dependencies of our app, and then install the app on the phone and configure it correctly.
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8 Developer’s Manual
8.1 IOS App
The updated app utilized Mapkit in the Apple preinstalled environment. The Mapview is a
customized Swift file called MapViewAll.swift. This is a non-draggable, customizable
Mapview that can display all of the annotations from Firebase. We also made some changes to
the content view to cope with two views, LoginView and MainView. The latter is the place to
display all of the tabs after the authentication, while the LoginView is displayed before the
authentication.

8.1.1 Environment
We are using the same environment as the last group. Please refer to the report from the previous
group to find the specific environment for the installation [4].

8.1.2 Clone the project to the local environment
Xcode is only compatible with macOS. You need to download the Xcode from the app store to
edit the code. After the installation is complete, clone the project to your local computer by
accessing the git repository [6]. You then find the following files in the git repository, as shown
in Figure 19.

Figure 19: git repository
Click on the green Code button and select download Zip to clone the project to the local
machine. Or we can directly clone the project from the Xcode. Refer to the report from the
previous group for detailed instructions [4].

8.1.3 CocoaPods and Firebase
We are using Cocoapods for the dependency configuration for Firebase. Refer to the report from
the last group for detailed instructions on how to install and initialize Cocoapods [4]. After the
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installation of the dependencies, there are three new files created, including Pods, Podfile.lock,
and TrackDiseases.xcworkspace. Whenever trying to launch the project, please ignore the
TrackDiseases.xcodeproj and use the newly generated TrackDiseases.xcworkspace instead.
You can access and edit the Swift file using the workspace file. At this point, you have finished
the installation of all the dependencies and can test the app with the preinstalled simulators.

8.2 Website
8.2.1 Firebase install
Our website is currently using online resources of Firebase code. If this online resource does not
exist anymore in the future, please install Node.js and Firebase 8.3.0 on your server. For Node.js,
please follow the download instructions on their official website. After installing Node.js, you
can use “npm i firebase@8.3.0” and “npm install -g firebase-tools” to install Firebase. As for
instructions regarding Firebase[7].

8.2.2 Firebase Storage and Firestore
Our project depends on the server built by the last group using Firebase which we do not have
direct access to. It might be a good idea to set up a new server in the future.
There are two services of Firebase we are using. One is Firebase Storage, as it is used to store the
picture the user uploaded.

Figure 20: Firebase Storage [4]
The other one is Firestore. It is a different service from Firebase Storage, though the two have
similar names. Firestore is a No-SQL cloud database. It stores the information the user uploaded
along with the picture.
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Figure 21: Structure of Firestore [4]

8.2.3 Mapbox
Mapbox is a powerful tool to create custom maps. It is used on our map page. To use it, we need
to include the following code shown in Figure 22. For instructions about Mapbox, please visit
their manual [11].

Figure 22: Code used to import Mapbox

8.2.4 Implementation Detail
The code consists of:
● HTML files
○ home.html
○ map.html
○ spreadsheet.html
○ app.html
○ login.html
○ logout.html
● Javascript file
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● CSS file
● Multiple pictures
Each HTML file is responsible for a webpage. Every HTML file except logout.html always
contains a logo of the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Department of Virginia Tech which also
acts as a hyperlink that can jump to their website. In addition, there is a title and a navigation bar
to navigate between the web pages.

Figure 23: Code for logo, title, and navigation bar
The login/logout tab in the navigation bar depends on two functions in our JavaScript code:
login_check and login_tab(bool). Here login_check checks the user’s cookie to see if the user
has login information in it; if so it sets the global variable loginCheck to true, otherwise set to
false. The login_tab returns a string containing HTML code to display login or logout in the
navigation tab depending on its input.
For the home page and the app page, there is no other JavaScript used.
For the map page, the functions showMap, getData, and deleteFromMap are used.
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● getData connects to the Firestore and gets all data stored in it, and then stores the result
in a global set listSet.
● showMap calls getData first, then use Mapbox to load the map. Inside the on(‘load’)
function every dataset in listSet is converted to a “feature” object; the “feature” is then
added to the map as “Layer”, which can be shown as a pin and popups to indicate the
location of every picture in our database. If the user is logged in, the feature also contains
a delete button. When clicked, it calls the deleteFromMap function.
● deleteFromMap: The delete first shows an alert to ask if the user really wants to remove
that data. If the user confirms, it removes the Layer, then deletes the data from Firestore.
Note that this function only removes picture references from Firestore; the picture itself is
still available in Firebase Storage.

For the Spreadsheet page, DownloadCSV, convertArrayOfObjectsToCSV, buildTable, and
getData are used.
● convertArrayOfObjectsToCSV is the helper function of DownloadCSV; it converts the
data in listSet into a CSV file
● DownloadCSV starts the download of the file
● buildTable first calls getData, then generates a table in HTML, and then adds it to the
webpage. Note that buildTable does not put every information item in the table; it only
shows time, uploader, and the picture. If the user logged in as admin, an extra column
with the delete button also appears, similar to the delete button in the map. It allows the
removal of the row from the table and Firestore.
For the login page, the functions Login, Encrypt, and addCookie are used.
● The Login function checks if the input of the user matches the username and password
stored in the code. For better security, the stored username and password are encrypted
with SHA-256. The correct username for login is admin. You can change it by changing
the global variables stored_userName, stored_password. If the user entered the login
information correctly, it adds two cookies that store the encrypted username and
password, and then redirect the user to the home page. Otherwise, it informs the user that
the user name or password is invalid.
● The Encrypt function takes a string as input and returns a string that is encrypted using
SHA-256.
● The addCookie function takes two parameters. It adds a cookie that expires after a year
that has the name of the first parameter and the value of the second parameter.
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The Logout page is very simple. It contains nothing but a logout function. When the function is
called, it sets the username and user password cookie to an empty string then redirects to the
home page.
The CSS file contains every style used in our website. To have a clear view of what each line of
style is for, we recommend using the inspect tool of your browser rather than directly reading the
file.
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9 Lessons Learned
Throughout the project, we have encountered a lot of issues, new coding techniques, and even
overthinking way too hard on some aspects of the project. We lost a team member during the
middle of the semester causing our team to re-evaluate our timeline while having to drop a
requirement given to us by Dr. Escobar. Many obligations caused us to readjust our schedule and
re-evaluate the feasibility of getting this project done in time and caused us to have deadlines that
were creeping upon. Lastly, we were overthinking a lot of instructions while doing things that
might not be necessary for the project. As a team, we encountered a lot of hardship, but we
persevered and were able to give a decent website and app for Dr. Escobar to use.
We’ve learned many valuable experiences that could help us in the future. One major thing that
we feel has been the most important lesson is learning how powerful keeping communications
with one another can truly be. When we have time issues or have assignments for other classes,
we contact each other to make sure that we know what we should expect ahead of time. We were
able to make up for some time by making sure we communicated what needs to be done, what
should have been started, and overall making sure everyone is responsible for their tasks.
Another perspective is that we have strengthened our connections and perseverance during the
semester. We learned that perseverance can support us to overcome obstacles, especially when
we lost a team member and the tasks were becoming overwhelming. It was the spirit and our
connections that motivated us to successfully accomplish our semester project.

9.1 Timeline
Problems/Solutions: The previous group used two tables to show individual problems and
solutions. We might use that style as it shows how we tackled each problem that arose along the
way.

September
9.20: Reviewing current app/website models
9.30: Have the first 20% of idea designs and new features complete
October
10.3 - 10.9: 40% of designs complete
10.10 - 10.16: 60% of designs complete
10.17 - 10.23: 80% of designs complete
10.30: App & Website complete
November
11.11: Begin Testing / Interim Report Complete
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11.20: Final Project complete & creation of final presentation
11.30: Finish presentation & Report

9.2 Problem / Solution
Problem

Solution

Losing a member who would help implement
the application from iOS to be used in
multiple different types of devices

We discussed the situation with the client and
figured that we should only focus on what we
are told to implement. We can leave more
advanced implementations for possible future
works.

Conflicts with other classes and time
overlapping

Strong communication within the group to
make sure to help out with members of the
group who are struggling with time.
Additionally, we adjusted the schedule to
accommodate those changes.

Trying to host the server and get the app onto
the app store so people can download it

We were overthinking things and should focus
on the task and requirements and shouldn’t
think too big.

Table 2: Problems and Solutions.

9.3 Future Work
In the future when the next team works on the project, we would like to see some changes made
to the app and the website. For the website we would like to connect the corresponding data on
the map to its corresponding data on the spreadsheet, so that by clicking on the data point, we
can bring up the data on the spreadsheet for the user. Additionally, we would like the spreadsheet
to have a variety of string options the user can use, such as sort by oldest, newest, by country,
etc. For the app, we would like to see the app be published so that users can access it more
conveniently. One way of publishing the app would be using the Testflight provided by Apple
which is an online service for over-the-air installation and testing for IOS, but the issue is that it
requires an Apple developer account which could cost a good amount of money. Aside from that,
we would like to implement a helper function that detects and reports incorrectly added data.
Lastly, we would like to see this app be available on all OS platforms like Android.
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